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Musings for May,   Musings
for Tomorrow
by Rick Foss
Interim President
Excerpts from the my tasks as interim president has been to accurately
President's Report to the characterize our progress over these months, taking
Luther Seminary Boards,   full account of the threats and challenges as well as
May 1- 3, 2014):      lifting up the effective responses and hopeful hori-
I thank my God ev-   zons. Today I believe we are at a time of" Commence-
ery time I remember you,   menta'
constantly praying with I want to recognize all the hard and faithful work
joy in every one of my that has brought us to this day. Thank you. I don't
prayers for all of you, be-   want to chart the future, for that is not the work of
cause of your sharing in interim leadership. However, I do want to acknowl-
the gospel from the first edge and celebrate the fact that we are very ready to
day until now. I am con-   live into that future.
fident of this, that the one As I retire from this role as interim President, and
who began a good work take on the role of Supporter and Cheerleader, I want
among you will bring it to to simply say thank you. You have made this difficult
completion by the day of Jesus Christ."- Philippians task doable, and at times even delightful! I am par-
1: 3- 6 ticularly thankful that we have been able to address
Commencement" is our theme for this board serious challenges by doing things more " with one
meeting. I think it captures the moment. On the one another" than " to one another." I have experienced
hand, we are looking forward to the Commencement board, faculty, staff, students, and supporters as be-
exercises for our graduating class of 2014 later in ing will and able to hold one another accountable, but
the month. It will be a grand day, as we join them in with grace. "Accountability with grace" is my short-
celebrating their journey and the fulfillment of their hand way of describing the predominant pattern we
course of study. It marks the completion of a current now have of working with one another. I pray it con-
chapter of life and vocation. But commencement tinues, and deepens, in the months and years ahead.
fundamentally looks forward with eager expectation There continue to be challenges. While finances
to an unfolding future full of promise and hope. And are much improved, we will need to continue our
it" commences" as one fulfills the requirements of the wise and faithful use of resources. Enrollment will
most recent work and moves forward into a new day.   likely be our most challenging area for the immedi-
While this is specifically true for our class of 2014,   ate future, but I believe the people and systems are in
I see it as a metaphor for the whole Luther Seminary place to address these complex challenges. As I have
community. In a real sense, these past two years have said repeatedly, we have no shortage of really good
been like a course of study. Beginning in the fall of people at Luther Seminary. It has been a joy to work
2012, when it became apparent that our finances with you, and I trust God will indeed" bring to com-
were not sustainable and senior leadership changed,   pletion the good work begun in you"
we have been absorbed in a comprehensive journey With appreciation, affirmation and hope,
back to health and toward a renewed future. One of Rick Foss
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Interview with Robin Steinke
Future Seminary President
he Concord was able to con-       Id like to say it is sub- zero tempera-
nect with Dr. Steinke, our new tures, snow and ice fishing, but that is
seminary president and ask her not the case. Watching an occasional
a few questions.      Twins game, listening to the Minnesota
C: What drew you to Luther Seminary?     Orchestra, and perhaps, the Opera all
God's call: Through conversations will be great. I grew up in Southwestern
with the people of Luther, I think God Minnesota so I am also looking forward
is up to something special— in this to being closer to family.
place, across the church and around C: What do you want the Luther Sem-
the globe— that is exciting to join. nary community to know about you?
A compelling mission:  Luther's I want you all to know how excited
mission of " educating leaders for I am to join you in this next chapter of
Christian communities,  called and life together. The board, faculty and staff
sent by the Holy Spirit to witness to have been hard at work over the last
salvation in Jesus Christ and to serve couple of years reimagining a sustain-
in God's world" converges with my deep commit-     able future. I am eager to continue to build on that
ments to theological education.     work with new colleagues.
A willingness to change: Luther's institutional will-     C: What is your favorite meal?
ingness to reimagine theological education in order Fruit of the Spirit. Seriously, my favorite meal is
to strengthen both this seminary as well as the way in one that is shared with others—whether family,
which leaders are educated is a compelling invitation.     friends, colleagues, students, pastors, lay leaders,
C: What is ahobby you enjoy doing? neighborhood folks or strangers. I think sharing a
I love playing trumpet and flugelhorn, especially meal together is a way to lean into Galatians 5:22. A
in brass choirs. I played with the Augustana ( Sioux meal shared with others is a way to practice the con-
Falls) Brass Choir when I was a student and I have en-     crete work of the Spirit in community.
joyed playing in a seminary brass group that I started C: What color best expresses your personality?
at Gettysburg. It has also been fun to play with some I appreciate the blue of Advent and the hope for
community groups where it did not matter that I was the promised future of the fullness of the reign of
a dean or professor—just another trumpeter making God to which it points. Paul's notion of hope( in the
music with friends.   Greek, elpis), a certain hope, I express in one of my
C: Which biblical character do you relate to best,     daily prayers," God, you have called your servants to
why?   ventures ofwhich we cannot see the ending, by paths
I could say Esther for her political imagination, but as yet untrodden through perils and joys unknown.
I think I' ll go with the psalmist. This is not only be-     Give us faith to go out with good courage knowing
cause of the musical shape of the Psalms but because only that your hand is leading us and your love sus-
I continue to learn so much about the many faces of taining us.' I invite you all to join me in this " blue"
God through the Psalms. They remind me of the gift prayer as we begin our journey together.
of community and the importance of humility.       Dr. Steinke will be taking office on June 1st,
C: What do you look forward to most about Min-     2014. Thank you for taking a few moments to con-
nesota? nect with us. We are excited for your arrival.
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Break the Stigma Remembering Like
by Mandy Mulder Mother Does
MDiv Middler by Kristofer Coffman
Rcently, 
I called MDiv Junior
5 ELCA y mother, an immigrant from Cambodia,
hurches within knows the importance of ancestry and
a 25 mile radius of the heritage. From an early age, she empha-
Saint Paul/ Minneapolis sized that a great portion of her identity came to her
area to find out what through her ancestors and their experience. As I
they were doing about think about Luther's future, I hope that we rediscov-
ministering to the er how to appreciate our heritage, just as my mother
mentally ill, and I was does.
shocked at my findings.      The future Luther, which I see as not an institu-
Only three of the fifteen tion trapped in the past; rather, it refuses to let its
churches had mental roots be discarded or caricatured, and continually
health outreach programs. Three. gives thanks for the labors of those who gave their
There is a stigma on mental illnesses within our lives for its success. Rediscovering our heritage will
society. You can't talk about it because people will of course require us to realize what was not useful,
assume you are crazy or that your illness is not legit-   and what was harmful; I am not hoping for uncriti-
imate, but rather it is a manifestation inside of your cal acceptance. The Luther I hope for doesn't admit
mind. People are committing suicide daily.Where is only men or require everyone to wear white ruffs.
the church in the midst of all of this? What are we However, it does require everyone to know that we
doing to break the stigma? have a history.
As future church leaders, we need to consider how The seminary I see requires everyone to grasp that
we can reach out to those who suffer from a mental the Church Universal extends not only across the
illness. We need to consider how we can encourage world, but across the past and the future. It requires
people to speak out. We need to consider how we every student and teacher to realize that if the future
can walk next to those with mental illnesses and be brings a seminary which lets politely pagan lectures
a means of support and love for them. We need to replace the confessions buried in the cornerstones,
consider how we can make the church a safe place then we have broken faith with our mission. Above
for people to discuss their illnesses without the fear all, I hope for a Luther Seminary which takes
of judgment. Christ's death and resurrection seriously, and can
I do not have the answers for how to do that, but confidently say that the God who appears to us to-
I am a firm believer that we can come together col-   day is the same God who appeared to our ancestors,
lectively to find answers. Together, we can make the and that those ancestors are still living, because our
church a safe place for people to speak out regarding God is the God of the living and not of the dead.
mental illnesses. My vision continues in Fall 2014,
when I will be creating a campus group dedicated to      " Hearken to me, you who pursue deliverance, you
searching for answers to this issue. I encourage all of
who seek the LORD; look to the rockfrom which you
you to join and be a part of this movement to break
the stigma.     were hewn, and to the quarry from which you were
My name is Mandy Mulder. I am 25 years old. I am dug."( Isaiah 51: 1)
living with Bipolar Disorder—let's talk about it.
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The Future Belongs to God
by Eric D. Barreto
Assistant Professor of New Testament
or Paul,   es-       such moments of crisis may be precisely where we
c h a t o l o g i c a l can turn from anxiety to promise. This is precisely
imagination where God's promises are most boldly proclaimed.
was a source of hope.       From death will emerge life. From hopelessness will
In 1 Thessalonians,       the promises of God resound.
he twice exhorts his Perhaps the loss of prestige and power is a loss we
hearers to "encourage ought to welcome as a turning point for our church-
one another" ( 1 Thess es, a critical awakening of faith.
4: 18, 5: 11) with words Let me be clear. I am not advocating mere naivete
about the future and or a milquetoast optimism that does not actually ex-
the hope believers amine our current challenges. We have much harder
have in a God who work before us. The future of our common work as
never fails us, a God leaders of God's church is one where hope can flour-
who never ceases loving us, a God who never strays ish, where our anxieties can be heard but where they
from God's promises.   will not be the last word.
When we envision our future as a seminary, and as Resurrection is our future. Resurrection is our one
leaders together of the church God is now gathering,       true hope. Whether wandering in the wilderness or
the Scriptures lead us to dwell on the encouragement fleeing a call to the stranger, whether we fall asleep at
of hope, the expectation of the dawning of a new day,       the hour of Jesus' greatest need or turn away from our
the creation's yearning for redemption, the renewal of neighbor with quotidian ease, God's promises never
life amidst the horrors of death.       fail, God's grace never falls short.
However, too often, reflections on the future of the This uncertain future will require faith from us.
church tend to revolve around admittedly sobering Certainty will give way to the brutal honesty of epis-
statistics pointing to decline. The cultural cache the temic humility. This uncertain future will require us
church once held virtually by default is no more. The to trust God and one another. Suspicion will give way
privilege of power is fading. The people that once to hospitality toward the stranger and welcome of the
filled church pews on Sunday morning have looked other. This uncertain future will require us to love.
elsewhere for spiritual sustenance. Such news is dire Bitter rivalry and spiritual one- upmanship will give
and typically accompanied by gloomy visions of un-       way to the privileging of the oppressed and down-
abated descent and distressing retrenchment. trodden.
What if these statistics point to a reality beyond This is a future into which we can lean with hope.
the decline of the church as we knew it? What if in This is a future in which God will once again breathe
these shifts— troubling as they are— we might see the life in places where death once prevailed.
resurrection power of Jesus embodied in the com-  In short, the future belongs to God. Because of
munities God is now calling? These might be com-       this, we can dream boldly.We can hope against hope.
munities we cannot imagine, communities we can-       We can look for life in the midst of death. We can re-
not yet apprehend. Perhaps, we ought not tremble in joice in every humble step we take, for God has paved
dismay but look to a God who never fail us. In fact,       the way for us.
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Luther Seminary in 50 One Size Fits All?
years or More by Lisa Meshke
MDiv Middler
by Lynn Moratzka am a member at
Coordinator of Donor Relations Lutheran Church
irst, to be positive, Luther Seminary will be of Hope in West
educating leaders for Christian Communities, Des Moines, Iowa.  It
Called and Sent by the Holy Spirit to Witness was there at Hope that
to salvation through Jesus Christ and to Serve in I found new life and
God's world.  Like Martin Luther almost 500 years
fi
new beginnings. I had
ago, we envision the future as God's and we are the attended church sel-
servants of the Good News.    domly for the previous
Second, I would affirm that the basic teachings 12 years when I walked
of Martin Luther, which launched the Reformation, through the doors of
will continue to be viable and needed in the world. Hope in 2008.  1 had
Namely, to share the Good News in the language and reached great heights in my career, yet I continued
culture of the people, using the technology of the to feel lost, disconnected, and wondering if this was
day, being Biblically based and literate and teaching all there was to life. At Hope, I found community. I
and living that we are saved by Grace alone. found foundation in a small bible study group, a safe
Will this task be done openly or in secret? God's place to ask questions, and grow in my faith. Even
message and love has experienced both and sur-       though I now live in St. Paul, my small group contin-
vived. Will this message be in the majority or mi-       ues to support and encourage me. I meet with them
nority?  God's message and love has experienced whenever I am back in Iowa. Life is shared together.
both and survived. God is faithful to his people and When I moved to seminary in January 2013, 1 im-
God's people need to be faithful to Him. My personal mediately thought that the same type of community
prayer is that God's message will be claimed by more I experienced at Hope would exist here on campus.
and more people and shape societies to enhance the Unfortunately, it was not as easy. It has taken me well
lives of all.      over a year to find a sense of community at Luther
Perhaps there will be societies on other planets Seminary and just as things are beginning to settle I
started by Earthlings; perhaps we will encounter oth-       am preparing to leave again.
er societies as Missionaries; either way, telling God's I will be moving to Arizona for internship in two
message and promises will be the task of both the months. As I look back at the last 16 months of liv-
laity and leaders trained by Luther Seminary. So, will ing here in St. Paul, it is my hope and desire that new
there be buildings at 2481 Como Avenue, St. Paul,       students can find community sooner than I was able
Minnesota, 55108, USA called Luther Seminary?       to. This begs the question, how can we welcome and
Let's imagine this location to be the hub of Luther formulate community from the moment students ar-
Seminary with multiple satellites/ learning centers rive on campus? My hope is that, perhaps, cohorts or
keeping The Word and the teachings in the Lutheran small groups are part of the answer to forming initial
understanding. Luther Seminary has changed and community at Luther Seminary. A connection with
helped change society in the last 50 years to be more a group of people can be very powerful and have a
inclusive and the message to be more readily avail-       lasting impact.  Life is meant to be journeyed with
able... it's a good start for the next 50 to 500 years. others.
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Subject:  POSITIVE CHANGE DRIVE:
WHO IS VICTORIOUS?!?
From April 7- 11, the Luther community battled to see who could raise more money, students or faculty/
staff. In this, individuals could submit pennies in favor of their group and other spare change and/ or cash
against the other group. We are proud to officially announce the following:
The faculty/staff raised 1333 units($ 13. 33 in pennies) and 10345 units($ 73. 30 in other change) against,
for a combined total of- 9012 penny units raised. The students had 5669 units($ 56. 69 in pennies) in favor
and 2260 units ($22. 60 in other change) against, for a combined total of 3709 penny units collected.
We, the Senior Fun Committee, would like to thank everyone who donated his or her change. The total
proceeds, amounting to$ 171. 02, donated to the Luther Seminary Community Food Shelf.
The Faculty/ Staff will have a one last chance to redeem their tarnished name before the end of the year!
Please consider joining us for the All Students vs. Faculty kickball game on May 9! Everyone is welcome
and food will be provided.
Also, there will be a bouncy castle.
We are confident that the students will be victorious—if the faculty can't win a change drive, how can they
win a kickball game?
See you on the 9th!
The Senior Fun Committee
i
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2021   :   A Seminary Odyssey
by Joseph Natwick
MDiv Intern
he year is 2021. The Rev. Dr. Robin Steinke that there is no Easter without Good Friday: the day
awaits the most important phone call of her God indeed died.
storied seven-year presidency, which saw the Yet, we can't stay Good Friday people forever. Sure,
addition of Pope Francis to the faculty. Ah, the tides the church is in a tight spot these days. ( I believe
of change are all around us in the religious landscape there are only a handful of ELCA churches within a
of our nation! Lutherans are finally figuring out the hundred miles of my internship site that are actual-
perfect blend of contemporary and traditional wor-      ly growing.) However, if we forget that God defeated
ship and decisively ridding the church of that pesky the power of death in the resurrection of Jesus Christ,
third use of the Law! People are actually going to the situation in our churches, especially those on the
church again and we have all been witnesses to the re-      coasts, is going to look quite bleak. Additionally, if
vitalization of mainline Protestantism. Yes! But none we make the focus of our education on how we, as
of that compares to the phone call that awaits this human individuals, are going to save our beloved
prestigious maven of our seminary: a call that would church, then we have lost before we even began.
see the creation and implementation of a yearly fel- I have been incredibly blessed by my internship
lowship for Luther Seminary students- a fellowship experience this year. I came out here writhing with
in outer space! This new decade has meant new fron-      fears and anxieties about the " death of the church"
tiers in space exploration and now, for the first time only to find out that God has not abandoned us in
ever, astronauts float alongside our dying. I came here expect-
astro- theologians on yearlong ing to find a rotting corpse of
missions to stretch the confines Lutheranism only to place my
of the scientific and theological finger on its pulse and discov-
discovery...      er it to be very strong!
Alright, maybe that's more While my vision of what
of a vision of young seminar-       Luther Seminary will look like
ian who is still convinced that in the next 3, 5, or 10 years is
studying theology is really not very practical, it is hope-
only one small step away from ful. It is a vision that steps into
studying to become a Jedi. The the present reality of dwin-
truth is, a new era of Chris-       dling church membership and
tendom that is capable of convincing NASA to send lackluster religious affiliation with words of hope
pastors to space is unlikely.( Although if they do call,      and new life. It is a vision that witnesses the power
please put my name on that list.) Any vision of a seis-      of the resurrection in the face of death in our study
mic shift in church attendance amongst the millenni-      of church history, leadership models, Biblical stories,
al generation are, well, optimistic, and the path that and even stewardship practices. It is a vision that
may lead to the revitalization of mainline denomina-      worries less about what we are going to do, and more
tions is pretty foggy.   about knowing what God is going to do: create hope
Before you send the pitchforks and torches out from hopelessness, joy from sorrow, and life from
here to the Pacific Northwest and drag me off to the death. And maybe, just maybe, get me on a spacecraft
cinema to see" God's Not Dead;' let us all remember to Mars( fingers crossed).
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DL Prognost'icatming
by Ryan Ishmael Arnold
MDiv Junior
nyone that had the misfortune of running Five years- Our beloved Luther, with the help of
across me during January 2014 intensives, or a thriving DL program, has stabilized their finances
in the Luther Seminary interwebs, or on the considerably. Other ELCA seminaries take notice,
Luther Facebook Cohort page knows I* LOVE* our and expand their online course offerings, or start
Distributed Learning MDiv program. Why? Because their own DL MDiv programs. Luther takes a leader-
it's the only way I could have ever attended an ELCA ship role and helps encourage this expansion. It also
seminary. As a husband, father, homeowner and forges additional agreements that allow students to
church employee in Florida there is a lot to consider take online courses at ELCA seminaries for full cred-
when choosing where to hang your hat geographical-   it at Luther. Seminaries begin to discuss standardiz-
ly for several years. Add in my wife's stable, decent ing the MDiv curriculum and costs across the eight
paying job and our desire ELCA seminary network.
to remain debt- free during Ten years - Multiple ELCA
seminary and the decision seminaries have agreed on a
practically makes itself.     common curriculum with dis-
Many other seminari-      tinct specialty concentrations
ans have similar stories, so and courses being offered at
much so that I'm told the each. Up to five seminaries now
Fall 2013 MDiv Junior class k have fully established DL pro-
has more people enrolled in grams of their own, including
the DL program than were now Wartburg, Trinity, Chica-
admitted for the tradition-      go,  Gettysburg,  and Berkley.
al on-campus experience. If Each DL program also has two-
this trend continues it will week January and June inten-
likely redefine how each ofus sives, just like Luther. The loca-
experiences seminary in the tion for intensives now rotates,
years to come. Here are a few allowing students to experience
guesses at what this could unique course offerings in a
look like in the next year, five range of campus settings. Just
years and ten years down the road. imagine: you could take an urban ministry course
One year- Luther has its hands full with the up-   at the Chicago campus in June, an inclusion course
coming curriculum changes, that's for sure. Beyond at the Berkeley campus in January, and a medieval
that, there are the oft delayed decisions on what to do church history course in St. Paul the following June.
with student housing, both the student apartments All for credit toward your MDiv and future ELCA
and on-campus dorms. The ratio of on- campus stu-   ordination.
dents that need a place for entire semesters compared Is this potential future a possibility?With the right
to DL students that descend on the campus for two leaders, sure it is. Here's hoping.
weeks in January and two weeks in June will factor For more musings check out Ryan " Ishamel" Ar-
into these decisions, no doubt.     nold's blog at www.pastorinpajamas. com
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Hey guess what,
the Concord is on
Facebooki,
Check out past is-
sues ,     events ,     and
stay in touch with
us !
Beacon on the Hill Luther as a
by Diane Hummon Leadership Center
Director of Marketing and Communications by Sandy Middendorf
ave you ever been to Boston? It's a won-     Vice Pres for HR& Organizational Development
derful city filled with rich history and n the next 5- 10 years Luther Seminary will
amazing experiences. One of my favor-  be THE mainline seminary of choice for
ite parts of Boston is Beacon Hill. It is described students who want to be prepared to lead in
as " one of the oldest and most picturesque diverse Christian communities of faith.  Luther
neighborhoods in the United States. It is a thriv-     Seminary will be a welcoming community edu-
ing residential community and a popular tourist cating a diverse student body that is reflective of
destination." As I think about the future of Lu-     the changing demographics of the US and global
ther Seminary, I liken it to Beacon Hill. communities.  Students will have the choice to
Like Beacon Hill, the residential community select how they want to receive their education.
at Luther is changing. And I think it will contin-     Traditional residential, distributed ( online), in-
ue to evolve as we have more options for class
ternationally, satellite sites, weekend, evening
times,  class offerings, ministry opportunities and day program offerings will be available.
and degrees. We'll continue to have a number Luther Seminary will be the leadership cen-
of students on campus, as well as a growing ter (hub) for continual educational offerings for
complement of distributed learning students. I lay and rostered ecumenical leaders who want
envision students bringing more diverse life ex-     to continue their lifelong professional devel-
periences, a wider array of Christian faith back-     opment.  These offerings will also be available
grounds and a continued eagerness to explore through various means- onsite, online, satellite
and share the gospel of Jesus Christ in creative
sites.  The seminary will partner with business-
ways.   
es and other non- profit organizations to create
As for being a popular tourist destination— I unique and diverse learning opportunities for
anticipate that the number of visitors will con-     
students.
tinually increase. They will come to learn, ex- The Luther Seminary campus will be further
plore, and grow from a wide array of lifelong developed with additional housing options for
learning courses, worship opportunities, and students, senior housing for St. Anthony Park
events that will enrich their lives and help them residents and additional developments and ser-
live as committed followers of Christ. The ener-     
vices that enhance the community life at the
gy will be vibrant and they will invite others to Seminary.  Luther Seminary will be an exciting
join them on this exciting journey.      place to learn, live and work!
As the community continues to grow and
evolve, my hope is that Luther Seminary will be
a notable beacon on the hill. As Matthew 5: 16
says, " Let your light shine before others, that
they may see your good deeds and glorify your
Father in Heaven."
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Mama ees Best
by Jennifer Olsen Krengel
Interim Director of Admissions
Ccmama, are you happy?" my three-   than we were 20 years ago? At the same time,
year-old asked me one afternoon.   how do we honor the rich history of Luther
Well, I am a little stressed about Seminary?
a meeting I had today and about all of the unan-      We are the same Luther with a strong academ-
swered emails in my inbox, but otherwise, sure,   is tradition, a deep commitment to the global
I guess I am happy," I said.      church, and a large network of Christian public
That's good," he said, as he looked at me very leaders — all while providing an engaging envi-
seriously. He then went on his way. At first I ronment for theological training for leadership
felt a little bad about my honest answer, but his in God's Church.
question caught me off guard. Was I happy?   But our students are different. How we engage
What a thoughtful question( perhaps changed in learning is different. When and where we
ever so slightly) to pose as we think about our teach our classes is different. Isn't it true, though,
future at Luther. What makes us happy? What that our world is different?How can we possibly
breathes life into our daily work?What keeps us do things the way we've always done them when
engaged? What drives our desire to make an im-   the very world we live in is changing as fast as
pact in this world? ever? We can't. So that is why we get excited
It is innovation, it is creativity, it is compas-   about innovation, creativity, and engagement.
sion, and it is the Holy Spirit working through When what we love to do becomes even more
each and every one of us. enjoyable because of this great opportunity to
I have seen it. I have seen faculty sharing their make a difference in God's church.
expertise with students and colleagues. I have I am excited about telling a stronger story
seen current students engage with prospective in the months and years to come. I see Luther
students during Dokimazo and Scholarship telling a more compelling story, articulating its
Weekend. I have seen the life and excitement strengths and sharing what makes us distinctive.
in students' eyes when they talk about potential I have great hope that Luther will be a welcom-
internship sites, first calls, and completed thesis ing and inclusive community for all students,
papers.      and that our students will come to us from ever
It is this" happiness" that gets me excited about more diverse backgrounds and perspectives.
the future of Luther. Our new curriculum pro-   I have hope that we can share our Lutheran
vides the opportunity for exploration, creativity,   heritage with growing numbers of ecumenical
and innovation, on the part of all participants,   students, as ecumenical conversations enhance
students and faculty alike. As our students and the learning for lifelong Lutherans. I have hope
the church change, so must our story change.       that we can continue to serve students in unique
I often struggle with the balance of tradition ways, both on campus and through online learn-
and innovation. Both are important, valued, and ing.
necessary. But how do we live into our new real-      And it is that hope and our story, my friends,
ity...knowing that we are a different Luther now that makes me happy.
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Classmates Now
Connected for a Lifetime
by Peter Clark
MDiv Middler
I have always been wary of the people who are ex-     and massively terrifying.
cited to be at seminary. Maybe it's because I grew up It is exciting because of its newness, its importance,
in a family of ministers, and maybe it's because of my and because it makes the work we have been doing
own apprehensions about the power and authority in seminary deeply real. It is terrifying for all of the
of the role of pastor, but excited does not quite sum same reasons. Perhaps the hardest and most import-
up my feelings very well. Perhaps, terrified is a more ant part of internship will be staying in touch with
appropriate description of how I feel about my call.     one another. We will all have monumental highs out
The work we are studying for is so important, I find it on internship, and we will all have terrible days. It is
hard to be as giddily excited about it as some. As we important that we know that we are here for one an-
approach internship, I am E ,  other, both in our
beginning to understand regional cohort
the excitement that some _      groups, but also as
of my classmates have.    fellow Luther Sem-
i have always enjoyed inary students and
going on journeys and future pastors.
having new experienc-    We are forming
es. I've been to a mission relationships we
conference in Africa,    4 will have for the
studied conflict resolu- rest of our lives, and
tion in Ireland, andhaveIknow that sounds
generally jumped in with like the normal
both feet without check stuff you heard in
ing the depth first.  In high school and
this way, internship is an college graduation
incredibly exciting pros- speeches, we really
pect to me. I'm going to will be each oth-
be with a new congregation for a whole year. I will ers co- workers, friends, and support networks as
be working and living in a new community new, and pastors together out in the field. Even those outside
in many ways foreign, to me. For this to work, there the ELCA are part of this, as we will undoubtedly sit
is no" dipping my toes in.' We have to totally commit on ecumenical councils with our brother and sister
to the churches that we are called to serve. Then, after pastors from Luther. Let us work together to use in-
a year, most of us will be ripped back to the world ternship as a time to not only strengthen our pastoral
of seminary to finish our last year and work to un-     identities and grow in our understanding of our calls,
derstand the effect that internship year will have had but to admit in love and humility that we need one
on us. More than likely, more than any other year in another and to start building our support networks
seminary, internship year will shape us into the pas-     now and to understand that none of us are alone out
tors we will become and that is both deeply exciting there.
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Ready the utu re
by Carrie Carroll
Vice Pres for Student Affairs and Enrollment, Dean of Students
o be honest, I have spent so much of my time students has
since fall 2012 focusing on our immediate just formed. n4
needs, I have not had much time and energy We will be dig-
to focus of the long term future and vision for Luther.   ging into the
These last 18 months have been hard.  I have of-   research and
ten wondered if I could make it through to a time considering
in which we could start to dream. I would set mini next steps.
goals: if I could make it through the layoffs, if I could With vision
build the right team, if I could get a project done, if ing work comes
I could make it until a new president was named, I identity work.
would be OK, and it would all get better. What type of
During all of this, I found places to clench onto seminary will
l
hope-- to grab it by my fingertips and to hang on for we be?    Will
dear life. I find hope in the intercultural competency we have more
group I am in with some faculty. I find hope in the than half ofn
campus care team where we gather weekly to name our students
the hurting in our community, set a plan to help and in our DL programs? Will we be more ecumenical?
then pray.  I find hope in the students. I find hope Will we serve more lifelong learners and less degree
in a community that gathered to celebrate the life of seeking students? These questions are critical as we
Martin Luther King Jr and to consider his dreams for consider the future of Luther Seminary from an en-
building inclusive communities. I find hope in a risen rollment perspective. I don't have the answers, but I
Lord, in new life that comes out of deep pain.    do envision more DL students, more ethnicity, more
What does this have to do with my vision for the ecumenical students, and more flexible pathways to
future? Everything! First, I have made it to my goal degree completion.
of naming a new president. I am grateful for the lead-      We must also consider the role that Luther Semi-
ership of Rick Foss.  During his tenure, we focused nary plays in the world. We are educating leaders for
on holding the community together to assess our fi-   Christian communities, called and sent by the Holy
nancials, to understand our challenges and to make Spirit to serve in God's world!  How are we prepar-
decisions that could set us on a path of recovery. Vi-   ing our leaders to meet the needs of an increasingly
sioning would wait until the new president came.       complex and diverse world?  Our students must be
Well, that day is almost here. I can't wait to start able to navigate between cultures and respect others
dreaming again, to start thinking about the long-   in order to effectively engage the community. I en-
term opportunities, and about how we will assist to vision more students taking advantage of the flexi-
address the challenges in the church and the world.   bility of the electives by studying abroad and taking
We have gathered information this year through SCUPE classes in order to build their intercultural
market research aimed at understanding the needs of competency.
potential students and how we might create programs   .  There is work to be done. We must cast a vision
and/ or pathways to meet these needs. An enrollment that is relevant, vibrant and faithful. I am excited to
strategies work group consisting of faculty, staff and get started.
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Thus Says the Professor
by Steve Paulson
Professor of Systematic Theology
hen I who speak from the incarnate word of Christ: Am-
h e a r d bassadors for Christ, God making his appeal through
news of us'( 2 Cor. 5).
the death of anoth-      Church leaders shall be given a difficult task: to
er child of God, I proclaim the gospel as ambassadors according to the
fell on my face and apostolic preaching, electing the unelected, saving
cried out, " O Lord the lost, forgiving sins, and raising the dead. Here,
God!   Will you churches increasingly function in their role as God's
make a full end creation for good in the world. This proclamation re-
of the remnant of mains both science and art.
Israel?" What hap-      We will leave room in our education for "passio;'
pened next was a the realization that those who proclaim come under
surprise to me, as I specific kinds of attack and have specific kinds of
rarely have visions.   experience in relation to the Word. A theologian is
The glory of the made by experience, specifically, the conflict between
Lord lifted up in God's promise and our own feeling as in Paul's ex-
a thunderous roar hortation concerning `conflicting thoughts that will
and brought me this vision of one heart and a new accuse or perhaps excuse:
spirit. Then, from the sky came the following man-      Ifwe use the traditional distinctions with the evan-
uscript, on a scroll, which I later had to eat, but here gelical change( oratio, meditatio, tentatio) we can say
do give you in part: that preaching, which is different than other rhetoric,
What makes Luther Seminary education unique has an authorizing text. Scripture is our basic text,
and necessary is that theology is for proclamation.   with all its ragged edges. While one may approach
The main purpose of organizing a seminary educa-   Scripture like any other text, preaching means one
tion is to free teachers to teach and students to learn first approaches it with prayer. That means, expect-
in the moment. Teaching and learning are gifts of the ing the Holy Spirit to use it to make faith, or justi-
Spirit that work best when they operate in Christian fy the ungodly. Then, we approach Scripture with
freedom. As one wise man said, ` God's Word and meditation, i.e., with all the scientific tools, critical
grace is a swiftly passing downpour, which does not hermeneutics, and church historical interpretation at
come back again to where it once was... Therefore,   our disposal. Here, we expect the Holy Spirit to use
get at it:      means by which we learn to distinguish commands
Let us organize the seminary so that teaching and promises. Finally, we undergo the work of the
can build upon the work of others without having Holy Spirit ourselves, being put to death and raised.
to start with new foundation each time. That means This experience does not unleash us from proclama-
Luther Seminary shall free people to teach and learn tion, but now propels us to it, as it did Jeremiah and
what it is to be a theologian. As theology is speech Paul, Luther and Wesley."
of God, communication, we hold that all beings are  _   Suddenly, the vision left me and I hereby tell all the
theologians—creatures of the word and speakers of exiles about it with hopes of returning to the great
it( Psalm 19). All believers are Christian theologians assembly.
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An IntegratingBonsai Network
by Michael Chan by Ted Wilder
Assistant Professor of Old Testament Senior Director of Technology
started a new hobby: bonsai.     envision Luther Seminary as an integrating
Creating bonsai trees is often a network. First, this vision is founded on in-
years- long process, requiring a tegrating activities in physical and digital
deep knowledge of the plant's spe- spaces so fluid movement can occur. I am not
cies, careful attention to its season-
al needs, and the ability to perceive
describing the digital realm dominating the
the plant's future beauty even while it is in untamed physical or visa-versa, but rather finding a func-
form. Bonsai requires the artist to ( 1) remove the tional balance between the two.
plant from its natural environment, ( 2) bend and Second, through integrating its education-
shape the plant into an alien form and ( 3) care for al and operational processes Luther Seminary
the plant in such a way that it can flourish. If done would have the ability to connect with local and
correctly the result is breathtaking.     global communities. An integrated network of
I wonder if God—the great gardener( see e.g., Gen both physical and digital mediums would make
2: 4; Isa 5: 1- 7; 17: 4- 6; 18: 1- 7; 27: 1- 6, 12- 13; 30:27- 28; it possible for Luther Seminary to extend its
35: 1- 6; 37:30- 32; 35: 1- 10; 40:24; 41: 19- 20; 42:3a, 9;
work in God's world; offering opportunity for
43: 19; 44: 1- 5; 45: 8; 51: 1- 5; 53: 1- 3; 58: 11; 60:21- 22;
mission, experimentation and practical experi-
61: 1- 3, 11; 63: 1- 6)— has us in a similar process of
re) forrriation. Perhaps, the Spirit is transplanting us,
ence for learners.
bending us, and caring for us in a way that will allow Third, I envision Luther Seminary's degree
us to flourish in an environment that may feel unnat- and non- degree educational offerings and re-
ural. Let's be clear, God can't be blamed for sinful, ir- sources as an intentional integrated learning
responsible, and neglectful human behavior, but that network.  All program offerings intentionally
doesn't mean that God's Spirit can't be found work- build with each other, as a web, could connect
ing a" new thing"( Isa 43: 19) in the aftermath. God is people with relevant learning opportunities, re-
there when we are uprooted, and God is there when
sources and other groups.
it is time for us to be replanted( Jer 1: 10). Fourth,  professional success is often built
None of us knows precisely how Luther Seminary upon an individual's professional network. Lu-
will be( re) formed in the future, how we will be bent
ther Seminary can integrate not only denomina-and in what direction, and what beauty might emerge
from this painful process. Like Israel, we hate living tional, regional, and local church networks, but,
in the wilderness, where we are forced to depend on through the integrated operational and program
daily bread." Like Jonah, we prefer the comfort of networks described above, a broad network of
our own hatred to the free, " prodigal;' and reckless global contacts.
grace of God. Like Elijah, wed prefer to trust in the By integrating physical space, digital presence,
validity of our own fear than trust that God could education, and operations, Luther Seminary can
save us from the ire of a powerful queen. We love res- create a foundational network integrating its
urrection, but hate the death that it presupposes.     
campus community with God's world. We could
In all of this trimming, bending, and transplant- offer an integrated network of program offerings
ing, one thing is certain: The gardener is forming us and professional networks for our future leaders.
into something we currently are not, and God is do-
ing so with patience and abundant compassion.
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vision for Me and We
by Richard Nysse
Professor of Old Testament
vision of the future that attempts to be pre-   Seminary has no immunity from the destructive ef-
dictive, however, might be a nightmare in-   fects of a survival of the fittest culture.
stead of a hope- filled scenario. Here I will Luther Seminary joins five other agents in its mis-
speak of hopes and fears rather than of a predictive sion statement: leaders, Christian communities, the
vision. I retire this spring with a combination ofhope Holy Spirit, Jesus Christ, and God. My hope is that
for what Luther Seminary could become and fear for the educating activity of Luther Seminary will in-
what it might become. If my hopes and fears for the creasingly be done in relationship to and with oth-
future evoke in readers an implied indictment of the er agents. The vocations of Christian communities,
present, I include myself among the indicted.    student- leaders, Luther Seminary( as an institution),
Luther Seminary has produced numerous vision and individual educators converge in being called
statements to augment and specify its mission state-   and sent by the Holy Spirit to witness to salvation
ment:  " Luther Seminary educates through Jesus Christ and to serve in
leaders for Christian communities God's world. There is a communal WE
called and sent by the Holy Spirit to that is both waiting to be renewed and
witness to salvation through Jesus yet to be discovered.
Christ and to serve in God's world"       I hope Luther Seminary will strength-
My dream for the future is that Lu-    en its attention to context.   Calling,
ther Seminary continually revitalizes sending, witnessing, serving - these
the vision inherent in that mission.    are the dynamic verbs of the mission
My fear is that Luther Seminary will statement. Beyond individual research
settle for a lesser aspiration.      that is already being done, Luther Semi-
I hope that leaders will continue nary( as a WE) needs to attend to shifts,
to come to Luther Seminary for ed-    variations, innovations, and adaptations
ucation. I dream of a future in which in contextual embodiment of those dy-
Luther Seminary regards learners as  '` namic verbs. WE need profoundly and
leaders characterized by being called and sent by the deeply to listen to our/ God's world, with a kind of
Holy Spirit to Christian communities. As they com-   listening that recognizes that WE will be changed by
mence degree programs, they are witnesses to salva-   the listening. Collecting cultural sensitivities is not
tion through Jesus Christ and they are servants in sufficient. I hope WE develop institutional means of
God's world. Luther Seminary comes alongside their listening to such an extent that it would come to typ-
witnessing and serving to extend it, not to create as if ify Luther Seminary's education.
it did not already exist. I hope Luther Seminary moves into a phase of in-
A mission statement is a place that acknowledges stitutional life where fundamental changes are con-
that the enterprise is more than a sum of the parts,   sidered.  Currently we are working ourselves to the
more than me, more than a collection of ME's. Lu-   point of exhaustion with incremental changes. I hope
ther Seminary, at this moment, needs to explore how Luther Seminary will work differently. I fear Luther
strengthening the WE will strengthen the I's assem-   Seminary will only work harder. My vision for the fu-
bled in the institution. Building a future based on he-   ture implies an exhortation for the present: We need
roic individual efforts is not sufficient; it too easily to catch up with the dynamic expressed in our own
mimics our individualistic celebrity culture. Luther mission statement.
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Ask FaudLL 5
Art I GatOP
Friday,  May 9,  2014
Sandgren Field
5 p.m.:    FREE Community Meal  (picnic)
5: 30- 7:00 p.m.    THE GAME
Giant inflatables for the kids  (5- 7 pm)
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Vision Through a Different
by vAm Christine Hanson
Lens
MDiv Intern
felt like I had demand that we learn how to articulate Lutheran
landed on an en-   theology to diverse groups of people in places where
tirely different Lutheranism, or even Christianity, is not the norm.
planet when I drove We are very often from places outside of the upper
onto the campus of Midwest ( Montana and Colorado for me) and will
Luther Seminary on return to those same places for first call after our Lu-
January 8, 2013.   I theran residency.
i had just completed a The landscape ofChristendom is drastically chapg-
two-day drive from ing and the preparation of pastors can no longer be a
f Denver,   my home sort of vocational education where candidates learn aG P,
of eight years,  had certain methodology in seminary and then go out to
said goodbye to my apply it to being a pastor in a one- size- fits- all mod-
friends,   my home el of doing church. Affiliated students are unique-
congregation, and my divinity school, the Iliff School ly equipped to meet the challenges of a changing
of Theology. church because we are always evaluating our context
Affiliated students have chosen to pursue their ed-   and integrating knowledge from varying sources be-
ucation at non- ELCA divinity schools for a variety cause we have been doing it since day one in divinity
of reasons. They have a particular academic passion,   school. We are always comparing what we learn in
want a more holistic education than they would re-   our divinity school classes with what we confess as
ceive at denominationally affiliated seminary, or Lutherans and we put that information to use in our
sometimes, they are geographically restricted and practice of ministry.
wish to take classes in residence instead of a DL pro-      Additionally, the experience of affiliated students
gram. I chose to attend Iliff because of the institu-   can offer hope of resurrection in what seems like
tion's focus on social justice and in particular, issues only death in mainline denominations.  Declining
of poverty and racism, because they matched closely church numbers, rising numbers of"spiritual but not
with my years of professional experience in social religious" people, and aging congregations in isolat-
work. This education also nurtured my sense of call ed areas do not offer much hope for future pastors.
to be in community with those living on the margins We affiliated students are often part of thriving ELCA
ofour society, and through relationship, proclaim the congregations in settings where it seems impossible
liberation of the Gospel. But, what all affiliated stu-   or incongruous for such ministries to thrive.  We
dents preparing for ordination have in common is a have excitement and wild ideas for what it means to
requirement to complete a Lutheran residency ( one be church in the world and are often leading mission
year of classes at a Lutheran seminary) and a Luther-   start congregations or congregations that are part-
an internship. Although there are very few of us, but nered with community organizations. While we see
we offer a unique perspective for the future vision of the preparation for ordained ministry through a dif-
Luther Seminary.    ferent lens, and our vision is different than our col-
The vision of affiliated students at Luther seminary leagues who follow the more traditional preparation
is unique because it stems from a mission field ex-   at an ELCA seminary,we are poised to be leaders of a
perience. We sometimes say that we are " Lutheran changing church. After all, our Presiding Bishop Eliz-
on purpose" because our varying academic contexts abeth Eaton was an affiliated student once, too.
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Come and See Embrace the
by Scott Richards Different
MDiv Intern
by Cameron Howardf you're reading this on campus in the com-       Assistant Professor of Old Testament
pany of others, put The Concord down and hen I envision what
just look around for a minute. ( Just don't be Luther Seminary looks
creepy about it...you know what I mean).    Wlike five or ten years
Alright... did you come back to me? Since this from now, I see a community filled
issue is about the whole " vision thing," I think with people of many different de-
the most important thing is for us to actually nominations,  races,  ethnicities,
take time to stop and look and see. See all these
sexualities, ages, and economic
people?   Here is the most amazing group of statuses. In this community I hear God described
colleagues God has imagined for you.  Faculty.       With many different pronouns, participles, and titles,in many different languages. Most importantly thisStaff. Traditional students. Nontraditional stu-       delightfully diverse community is equipped to speak
dents. International students. People you know
with maturity, creativity and respect.
People you should know.      But why should we strive for such difference? The
When I started attending Luther in 2010, I most compelling reason for me is that the Bible it-
never could have imagined the.changes I would self embraces multiple voices.  Despite our best ef-
see; I never could have imagined the people and forts throughout the centuries to construe the Bible
stories I would come to know.   God's quirky as a source for The Answer, it actually offers multiple,
imagination amazes me.  What a collection of sometimes conflicting answers to any of the many
people trying to simply figure out their role in questions we put to it. How do we best worship God?
the ongoing vision of God.  So what would be
The Priestly and Deuteronomic strains of the Penta-
teuch give different answers to that question. Does
Penta-
my humble contribution to you?  God visit the sins of the parents upon their children?
Remember to truly see the people around The book of Exodus will answer this differently than
you.  Be with them.  If you haven't been aggra-       the book of Ezekiel. I could list dozens of examples.
vated, challenged, hurt, inspired, comforted, or The Bible models a mode of inquiry, a way of doing
healed by your sisters and brothers here, then theology, that does not erase differences, rather al-
you've succeeded at being the perfect detached lows them to stand side- by-side.
consumer.  On internship, I've been reminded To embrace difference does not require us to dilute
how strong the consumerist mentality is in our our own identities into a murky mess. In order to be
churches.  You are not here to consume!  Con-       
open to the Other, each of us must first be secure in
sumers buy what they prefer.  Be with people our own understanding of who we are. One impli-cation of the Levitical directive to " love your neigh-
who challenge your assumptions. Allow others bor as yourself" is that you do, in fact, love yourself.
to help form your identity as a Christian lead-       That is why Luther Seminary must continue to find
er. See how this place can expand your vision of deep joy in its Lutheran heritage, sharing stories of
God's world.   the immigrant experiences of the faithful people who
I thank God for you, and I thank God for my founded it and testifying to the theological outlook
experience at Luther Seminary. I'm so glad I'm that continues to define it. Secure in our historical
called to share with you in God's vision.  ( And and theological roots, we can cultivate a community
please give Festus a hard time for me... I'm going that delights in difference according to Jesus' expan-
to miss that of rattlesnake).
sive vision for our love of neighbor.
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STUDENT GROUPS !
The Concord can be a
mouthpiece for you,  too !
Let us know what 's going
on,  or what 's new and ex-
citing about your group,
or even write an article
about your group and
how it 's serving the Lu-
ther community.
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Humility and Hope
by Kathryn Schifferdecker
Associate Professor of Old Testament
y hopes and vision for the After this I looked, and there was a great multitude
future ofLuther Seminary that no one could count, from every nation, from
can be expressed best by all tribes and peoples and languages, standing be-
two Scripture passages ( no surprise fore the throne and before the Lamb, robed in white,
from a Bible professor, I suppose).   with palm branches in their hands. They cried out in
The first is this:   a loud voice, saying, " Salvation belongs to our God
The gifts he gave were that some who is seated on the throne, and to the Lamb!"( Rev-
would be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists,   elation 7: 9- 10)
some pastors and teachers, to equip the saints for the I've caught glimpses of this vision myself. Last
work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ.   year while we were living in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
Ephesians 4: 11- 12) my family and I attended the International Luther-
When I was a seminary student trying to discern an Church, where on any given Sunday, people from
whether I should teach or become a pastor, I sought 15- 20 different countries worshiped together, sang
the advice of my favorite teacher. She spoke to me together, shared communion together: Ethiopians,
about the joys and challenges of doctoral studies, and Tanzanians, Canadians, Kenyans, Danes, Ugandans,
then she said," Some people get into this-field, the ac-   Norwegians, Americans. People from all walks of life
ademic study of theology, for their own egos. They   -- diplomats from Cameroon, missionaries from Ger-
want to be recognized. They want to be important.   many,health workers from Madagascar- who would
That's nota good reason for doing this. The only good never have met each other in the normal course of
reason for becoming a seminary professor is to build events now shared their lives with one another, and
up the body of Christ'      we were all the richer for it. It was an extraordinary
I couldn't agree more. One danger of being a experience.
Christian public leader, a professor or a pastor or a I see that here, too, at Luther Seminary in chapel
lay leader, is that we start to think of ourselves more and classrooms as we are blessed by the presence of
highly than we ought to. We carefully construct our our international students. My prayer is that those in-
image, our personal" brand" ( a ridiculous concept).   ternational connections remain strong, that we con-
We want recognition for our fine preaching or our in-   tinue to learn with and from our global brothers and
sightful commentary on current events, and we for-   sisters in Christ. To do so, we need to reimagine and
get that our primary calling is to equip the saints, to revive our Ph.D. program and continue to attract in-
be of service, to say with John the Baptist:" He must ternational students( and domestic students of every
increase but I must decrease" ( John 3:30). Humility ethnic group) to our other degree programs.
is key.   I would also hope that sooner rather than later our
One of my hopes for Luther Seminary, then, is that rather homogenous faculty and staff would start to
increasingly those who teach and those who learn look more like that vision of the church in Revela-
here will exhibit humility,and that we' ll work togeth-   tion. That's what the kingdom of God looks like, not
er to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for just at the end of time but even now. We who teach
building up the body of Christ.    and work here should reflect that reality of the di-
The other Scripture passage that has caught my versity of the body of Christ in this place, building
imagination over the last couple of years is this vision on the heritage of what has come before and trusting
from the book of Revelation:      that the One who calls us into the future is faithful.
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The Only Certainty is
by Laura Thelander Change
SeminaPastor
hen pondering the future of Luther Semi-   support and accepted standing in our culture/ society,
nary- not only the next year but even the and so we are forced to ask the basic questions ofpur-
next five to ten years, two things are true:   pose, and mission.
1) The only certainty in life is change. 2) The more So, what is Luther's future in the midst of all this
things change, the more they stay the same'  Living flux?
this paradox should keep [ keep things interesting]. The more things change, the more things stay
The only certainty in life is change.' The story line the same.'  Back in the early 1990s, David Tiede, the
narrating this period of great uncertainty for the fu-   seminary president at that time, made the observa-
ture of theological education and the church in North tion that" we are preparing pastors for a church that
America will likely continue. We know many of the no longer exists"  That realization brought about
cold, hard facts: declining memberships in denom-   the development of a new curriculum intended to
inations and local congregations alike, fewer people be responsive to the changing world context and
worshiping on a regular basis, and serious questions ost- Christendom, post- modern world, post- mod-
to face about the economic/ financial sus-       ern as well as a mission statement that con-
tainability of the structures and institutions tinues to guide Luther today: And I think it's
that support church life as we know it.      a good one. Solid, theological foundation.
At the same time, we continue to wit-  My hope would be to become more deeply
ness an explosion of theological voices and rooted in this biblical, confession, missional
perspectives with the Global South as the framework. A theological disposition is nei-
emerging epicenter of Christianity while ther fearful nor defensive - a way of think-
in this country religious pluralism is an ing invites conversation and creates the pos-
ever-growing phenomenon.   We are also sibility for relationship, both ofwhich are in
noticing the rapid rise of religious " nones" ( the re-   short supply in today's political and theological cli-
ligiously unaffiliated) in this country to nearly 20%   mate- grace- filled conversations.
of the U.S. population in 2012. These unaffiliated are Learning is not merely the transmission of in-
not, by and large, atheists or thoroughgoing secular-   formation but a holistic, relational approach to the
ists. They are the " spiritual but not religious" Most growth and development of persons.
polls indicate that these" nones" do have deeply held Pentecost community- united in the same Spirit
beliefs and convictions as well as spiritual practices,   with varied gifts, passions, experiences, and back-
but the church as institution holds little appeal. To be grounds. How will God use us to live and serve in
faithful and effective church leaders in this day and this world that God so dearly loves and redeems?
age requires a lot of courage, wisdom, and hope.   Vision: recognizing the assets of the community:
In the midst of great uncertainty, there is also a DL program, International Students - and relation-
great potential and opportunity to explore and ex-   ship with the global church. Entering into deeper re-
periment. When the rules of the game are up for lationships of mutual learning, support, and prayer.
grab, there tends to be more openness for creativity Enriched by the vibrancy of church life, and encour-
and risk.  Forced to ask what is the church for- its aged by the Spirit's work in the greater world. Less
purpose; The same holds true for seminaries. We can predictable rhythms, patterns, community here one
no longer take for granted count on the same kind of day and gone the other.
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God Promises Our Future
by Lois Malcolm
Associate Professor of Systematic Theology
n response to the question about Luther's future,   In this our task as a seminary—as we work alongside
I'd like to share a section of a response I gave to our students and the communities they serve— is one
my colleagues as we were undergoing our curric-   of discerning the Spirit's activity, in, with, and under
ular reform last year.       the complexity of our frail, broken, and, indeed sin-
Ours is a pluralistic age where a diversity of sec-   ful lives. Luther's attention to Romans 8:26, with its
ular and religious or spiritual ways of being in the image of the Spirit" groaning" through our weakness,
world often competes and coexists not only within is especially apposite as we seek to discern God's will
communities but even within individuals and their for our time.
families. Thus, if Martin Luther sought to reform a This image of the seminary as" advocate;' resonates
Christendom, which although corrupt was nonethe-   with Patrick Keifert's observation that congregations
less presupposed as the context for his reforms, then as" public companions" in God's mission in the world
our graduates will be proclaiming the gospel in a can well use a seminary that forms itself as a" public
world where, in the words of the philosopher Charles Christian learning community' defined by" innova-
Taylor, the " plausibility structures" of Christendom tive modes ofcommunal formation and conversation,
can no longer be presupposed. Like Paul with the some available to us but many yet to be innovated'
congregation in Corinth, our students will be leading Of course, our willingness to build such a communi-
communities of people from diverse backgrounds—   ty of trust—"agile and supple, generous and forgiv-
communities often fraught with conflict and with a ing"—will be tested daily. But this we must do if we
deep need for integration and formation. Like Paul,   are to train leaders who will be leading communities
they will need to attend to the ways the cross ofChrist for this very task. Though we will be tested again and
brings about forgiveness, healing, and reconciliation.   again, our trust is in God's unconditional promise to
They will need to attend to the ways the cross leads the world and to the communities we serve. Thus, we
us into a deep sharing of all that we are and have with can face this task and help our students to do so as
one another— including our wealth. And they will well with " joy, enthusiasm, openness, and humility"
need to attend to the profoundly radical sense that   ( to use language from yet another task force docu-
leadership is always service to others. On the one ment on our curricular reform) precisely because—
hand, power is only made perfect in weakness. On in spite of our frailty, brokenness, and sin—the God
the other, in Christ we are given tremendous power we serve is consistently faithful to God's promises.
for upbuilding one another not so that we can remain
in enclosed communities but so that we, as individ-
uals and communities, might serve in God's world.
Amidst all this, my colleague Karoline Lewis has
suggested that we view Luther Seminary as an " ad-
vocate:' a companion" tending and" walking along-
side" our students and the communities they will be
serving. Of course, ultimately our advocate is the
Holy Spirit—with the full force and complexity of
the meaning of the Greek word Paraklete ( and the
related uses of parakaleo, especially in Paul's letters).
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The Concord ' s Future
by Megan Dahn & Keyla Spahr
MDiv& MA Juniors, Co-Editors in Chief
t would be silly for us to have an issue ofThe Con-      We want the Concord to be what you wish it to be.
cord about the future of Luther and for us not to Apart from our own personalities making an imprint
address the future of The Concord. As the new on the issue, our hope is that it is less our doing, and
Co- Editors in Chief, we have certain hopes and vi-   more a shared excitement from the Luther commu-
sions for next year. One of the challenges, and gifts, of nity, and maybe that as a faith-based institution the
a seminary newspaper is that management changes Holy Spirit might work through us- that we can be
so often. Each year has its own dis-  stewards of the informa-
tinct flare, a bit of the Editor in Chief tion for you - the reader.
in every page - knowing this, we You may find yourself be-
wonder what flare we' ll leave behind.  ing randomly asked by one
But we have to keep in mind - The of us what it is you want
Concord isn't just ours, it belongs to from the Concord - be
each student, each staff and faculty honest, we actually want to
member, and our true hope is that we know! We've been asking,
can create a publication that speaks and after only a handful of
to its readers, forms community, and conversations,  we realize
sincerely frames the happenings at that the Concord is prob-
our fair institution.       ably not going to look the
The two of us are both bright-  same next year.
eyed, full of energy and smiles, and As Co-Editors in Chief,
are both excited about roughly ev-  we know that we will be
erything, in particular, the future reading every issue and
at Luther. If you don't know us yet,  each article in the Concord
we're the ones bouncing around the hopefully we're not the
cafeteria laughing about monkeys only ones), and as readers
and other odd jokes that don't actually make sense.   ourselves there is something that we really want to
If for some awful reason you are in Gullixson Hall on see in the Concord- news - here at Luther and the
the first Saturday of the month while were finishing community outside of it. We want to know about a
up the issue, you' ll likely hear us behind the door of student who just received an amazing opportunity to
the Concord office, giggling hysterically and blasting work abroad, both before they leave and when they
songs about zombies. It's hard to imagine we won't come home. We want to read about the Luther soft-
bring this same energy to the Concord.   ball team, and the variety show. We want to be a re-
We love that through the articles that the Concord source for students hearing about the small and the
has published we have gotten the chance to know,   big decisions happening in student council and in the
if only for 300- 600 words, students and faculty that administration. We want to read about it because, we
we otherwise might not have met. We don't want to hope that you want to read about it, and we hope that
change that. We want the Concord to be a publication next year's Concord will, at the very least, be able to
outside ourselves; a small glimpse into the thoughts,   answer this question:
faith, and experiences of its readers. What's actually going on at Luther Seminary?
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Student Council Meeting
Notes for April
Two new student groups have been formed: a DL Student Advisory Group and
a Luther Softball Team
Student representatives will sit on task forces for the Dining Services and Ad-
missions
Student Council hopes to have next year's members installed at a chapel ser-
vice in the Fall
Student Council voted on how to use a $ 2500 estate gift.  10% will be tithed,
and the remainder will be split evenly between two events: the May Kickball Gath-
ering and a June Music & Food Gathering while DL students are present
Student Council set aside $ 2500 from this year's budget to host a Student
Council meet- and-greet this Fall
Student Council will send a thank-you card to Dr. Robin Steinke for agreeing
to serve as our President
Student Council members will meet with the Board at their May meeting
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NextYear !  The Concord is a monthly publication
prepared by students at Luther Seminary,
This is our last issue of the year! We can't believe 2481 Como Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 55108,
it's already over!  Next year we' ll have a small issue
available for orientation week, and then a September and reflects no official position of Luther
issue. We' ll be looking for articles on student groups,     Seminary nor of the Evangelical Lutheran
student council, advice for new students on campus
as to what there is to do here. If you're interested in
Church in America( ELCA). The Concord
submitting an article, please contact us via email at is distributed in both a print and an
Concord@luthersem. edu!    
electronic format.
Thank you everyone for a wonderful year, we can't
wait to start next year's! ( Well, maybe after a nap) Copyright 2013- 2014, Luther Seminary.
Also if you're interested in writing, being an editor,     All rights reserved. Opinions contained
or potentially help us with marketing, and you'll be
on campus next year, let us know! We're student run,     in this publication may not necessarily
and would love more help!   represent the views of the Concord or of
Megan Dahn
Luther Seminary. Permission is given for
CONCORD STAFF the duplication of this publication for the
personal use of persons associated with
Editor in Chief Luther Seminary. No other use is allowed
Megan Dahn & Keyla Spahr
without the expressed written consent
Content Editors: of the publisher,   Luther Seminary.
Matthew Schroeder Questions and comments maybe directed
Allyson Streed to concord@luthersem.edu.
Copy Editors:
Keyla Spahr
Readers are encouraged to interact
Rachel Biedermann with the Concord in a variety of ways.
Mary Dickman Articles and " Letters to the Editor" are
Layout Editors:   
welcomed, as are less formal responses
Megan Dahn
Peter Clark, on Internship offered
through the online version.
All submissions should include the
A Fond Farwell to:       author's name, telephone number and, if
Katie Grooms: Former Editor-in- chief
applicable,  class standing.  SubmissionsMichael Buller Former content editor
John Mickelson, Former copy editor should be received by e- mail.   The
Liz Rossing, Former layout editor managing editor reserves the right to
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